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The perturbed functional differential equation i(t) = L(q) + h(q) is 
considered with the assumption that h is Lipschitzian in WI., . Using integral 
manifold techniques, this equation is reduced to the equivalent ordinary 
differential equation zi = Bu + Y(O)h(AOu). A bifurcation problem is con- 
sidered for the former equation. Illustrative examples are worked. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The functional differential equation of retarded type 
2(t) = L@,), t 2 0, (1-l) 
where L E 9(C, IP), C = C([-r, 01, En), En an n-dimensional vector space, 
and xt denotes the element in C given by ~~(0) = x(t + B), -r < 0 < 0, x(t) 
a continuous function of t, defines in C a strongly continuous semigroup 
T(t), t > 0. Solutions of the type p(t)@, p(t) a polynomial, exist provided 
that A satisfies the characteristic equation 
det ( AI - L(e”‘l)l = 0. (1.2) 
The spectral set a(A) of the generator A of the semigroup T(t) is a point 
spectrum set and consists of all those h which satisfy (2). Moreover, the 
real part of the set o(A) is uniformly bounded above. 
For any positive real number 5 with E-5, 0) n Re o(A) empty, the space C 
can be decomposed into C = P @ Q (4 = dp + +Q) where P is a finite- 
dimensional subspace of C generated by initial values of those solutions 
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p(t)eAt with Re h > -5. Given such a decomposition, the semigroup T(t) 
satisfies the following. 
(i) T(t)P C P, --Co < t < Co, T(t)f satisfies an ordinary differential 
equation in P. 
(ii) j T(t)f#~~ 1 < Ke-(c-E)t 14’ I, t<o, 4’EP, 
1 T(t)+0 / < Ke-‘t+f)t / qS” j , t 2 0, qS” EQ, 
where K = K(<, L) and 5 = {({, L) < 1 are positive constants. 
Let xt = T(t)$ denote a solution of the RFDE (15) given by (1.1). From (ii), 
it is immediate that I xt - xtP I = I xto 1 approaches zero with an exponential 
rate as t goes to infinity. Thus, the behavior at infinity of xt is completely 
determined by the behavior at infinity of its P-component xtp; that is, its 
w-limit set is contained in P. Therefore, a complete knowledge of the subspace 
P determines in principle how the RFDE (L) behaves at infinity. Moreover, 
P supplies initial values for solutions of the RFDE (L) that are also defined 
for t < 0 and is completely characterized by the exponential behavior 
given in (ii). 
Let us now consider the perturbed RFDE (L + h) 
n(t) = Lx, + &t), (1.3) 
where h is assumed to be Lipschitzean in C with h(O) = 0. Can we construct 
an integral manifold Ap(h) for (1.3) with properties similar to those of the 
subspace P mentioned above ? That is, 
(i)’ The stability properties of the RFDE (L + h) are completely 
determined by the stability properties of the set Ap(h), that is, solutions that 
remain close to the origin are attracted exponentially to Ap(h). 
(ii)’ The solutions of the RFDE (L + h) with initial values 4 in Ap(h) 
satisfy an exponential estimate similar to T(t)jP and are described by an 
ordinary differential equation which is amenable to discussion. 
The answer to these questions is affirmative, provided the Lipschitz 
constant of Iz is small enough and h is globally bounded. Those facts mentioned 
above are not new and have been known for some time to some authors. 
For instance, see [I, IO] for the case of ordinary differential equations (see 
also the references given in those papers); see [2, 81 for functional differential 
equations with some conditions imposed on the spectral set a(A); see [12] for 
equations with small delays; and see a definitive paper by Hale [7], recently 
pulbished, for functional differential equations of a very general type. 
The novelty of our work is that we do not impose any condition on the 
spectral set o(A) and we only require that the perturbation h be Lipschitzean 
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in a smaller space, IV,,, , the space of functions with essentially bounded 
derivatives. Elimination of the restriction on the spectral set permits oneto 
discuss the preservation of properties of any eigenspace of the linear equation 
when subject to perturbations. More important, the introduction of the space 
IV,,, yields results on the dependence of solutions on variations of the delays. 
In this paper, we prove the existence of the integral manifold Ap(h) 
in WI,, , with the properties listed above, in Sections 5 and 6. In Section 7, 
a generalization is given of a result due to Driver [4] on characterization on 
the asymptotic behavior of solutions of a scalar linear equation with small 
delays. Also in Section 7, an example is given illustrating how bifurcation 
from a equilibrium point to a periodic orbit can arise by variation in delays. 
In this work, only autonomous perturbations of linear systems have been 
considered. It will be clear from the context that the perturbations (including 
the delays) could depend on t. This generalization will include the work of 
Stephan [14] and Chow [3]. Also, the space WI,,, is not essential and one 
could have used W is9 , p > 1, and the space C itself. 
Also, in the bifurcation example with two delays, only partial results are 
obtained and both a higher-order bifurcation theory and a theory of simple 
bifurcation using more information about nonlinearities need to be developed. 
The author wishes to express his gratitude to his thesis advisor, Professor 
Jack K. Hale, for his support and unfailing aid at all times. 
2. NOTATION 
Suppose I 3 0 is a given real number, En is an n-dimensional linear 
vector space with norm 1 * 1 and C = C([--r, 01, En) the space of continuous 
functions mapping the interval [-r, 0] into E* with \$I = SUP-,<~Q 1 d(e)] 
for 4 E C. Let 9 be the space of bounded linear operators from C to En with 
IILII =sup{K: I&61 <KI$I,$EC}, LEE’. For any LrsZ’ there is an 
n x 12 scalar matrix function of bounded variation defined on [-r, 0] 
such that 
for all 4 E C. 
Let a be the closure of an open set Sz in C, 
So(C) =(fiib-+EIZ:f continuous in 0 and takes closed 
bounded sets of D into bounded sets}. 
If 01 > 0 and x: [cr - Y, v + a] + En, then for any t E [o, o + a] we let 
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xt : [-Y, 0] + En be defined by ~~(0) = x(t + e), -Y < 8 < 0. If x is 
continuous, then, clearly .xt E C. 
For any f E go(C), we define a retarded functional differential equation 
by a relation 
w = .f@t) (2.1) 
and designate it by RFDE (f ). For any $ E Sz, a solution ~(4) of (2.1) through 
4 at time t = 0 is a function X: [-Y, a) + En for some OL > 0 such that 
%W E Q, t E [Of 4, x0($) = 4, x(t) is continuously differentiable on [0, a] 
and satisfies (2.1) on [0, a). 
Let W,,, = Wl+,([-r, 01, En) be the space of elements of C having a 
derivative essentially bounded on the interval E-Y, 0] with 114 Ill,m = 
max(i $ I, I$ Im), where I Im denotes the essential sup norm inL,([-Y, 01, En). 
The space WI,, is injected continuously in C and it is dense in the C-topology. 
For any open set Q in C let 52, = 52 n WI,, . Clearly, .R, is an open set in 
the WI,,-topology. Let D, denote its closure in WI,, . Define 
Lip& WI,,) = {h E SD(C): h Lipschitzean in aw with respect 
to WI,, topology}. 
For any h E Lipo( W,,,) we let 
When Q = C, we drop the index Q, on the above definition. 
If Q is a neighborhood of zero in C, then Lipno(W,,,) will denote the 
subset of Lipo(W& consisting of all elements which vanish at 4 = 0. 
For k 3 1 an integer, YY an open set in W,,, with Q n %‘- nonempty, 
So”(w) = {f EXn(C): f (i), j = 0, l,..., k continuous 
and bounded in Q n YY}, 
where f(j) denote the jth Frechet derivative of f in the set Sz n Y/- with 
respect to the WI,, topology. For any f E 9ok(~) we define the norm off by 
Ilf IIR = ~~P~~B~w.CT~~ Ilf iY~)ll, where llf”(C)II = Ifk% and fori 3 1, the 
double bars represent the norms for multilinear operators. 
We wish now to introduce some geometrical terminology for (2.1), most 
of which we owe to Hale [6]. In the remaining part of this section we shall 
assume existence and uniqueness of solutions of (2.1). By an equilibrium 
point of (2.1) we mean a constant function 4 E C such that f (4) = 0. For a 
given 4 E Q, suppose that x(d) is defined on [-I, co). Then, by the w-limit 
set of ~(4) we mean the set ~(4) (empty or nonempty) in C defined by 
w(+) = flt>o (~~(4): t < s < co}, where the bar denotes closure in C. 
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We say that a set &? C Sz is invariant (with respect to (2.1) iff for any 
4 EJ? there exists a solution ~~(4) of (2.1) defined on (- 00, co) such that 
x,,(d) = 4 and such that .a$+) E.& for all t E (-co, co). 
We say that &X is locally invariant (with respect to (2.1)) iff for any 4 E &Y 
there exists an open neighborhood V of 4 in 52 having the following property. 
For each tC, E ./4 n V, there exists a solution x~($) of (2.1) defined on an 
interval (TV , ~a), -co < 7r < ~a < + co, such that x0(#) = # and such that 
q(a)) E .A? for any t E (7i , r a ) which has the property that x,(4) E I/, for all s 
belonging to the closed interval I(t) whose endpoints are zero and t. A set 
JZ C LJ is called an integral manifold (resp. local integral manifold) iff JY is 
invariant (resp. locally invariant) and JY is a real manifold in the topological 
sense. It can be easily shown that if J? is an integral manifold of (2.1) and 
if S is an open subset of .LZ such that & n S is nonempty, then &Z n S 
is a local integral manifold of (2.1) of the same dimension as A. 
3. THE LINEAR AND PERTURBED AUTONOMOUS EQUATIONS 
By a linear retarded functional differential equation, we mean a RFDE (L) 
with L E 9. For any given RFDE (L) with solution x(4, L) thorugh 4 the maps 
for t > 0, constitutes a strongly continuous semigroup of linear operators in C 
with infinitesimal generator A+(B) = 4(e), --I < 8 Q 0 and 9(A) = 
(4 E C: d E C, &O) = WN. F or more details as well as notation we shall 
refer to [6]. 
The characteristic values of a linear RFDE (L) are defined to be the roots X 
of the characteristic equation 
det d(h, L) = 0, d(h, L) = A1 - j:T eAe c&(0), (3.1) 
where I is the 11 x n identity matrix. Moreover, the spectral set of A, o(A), 
consists of these roots. For any real a, the set A(L, a) = {A: deti(h, t) = 0, 
Re X > a} is finite and there are only a finite number of solutions of RFDE 
(L) of the form p(t)e”, p(t) a polynomial in t, Re X > a. The initial values 
of all these solutions form a finite dimensional subspace P, on which {T,(t)}, 
t > 0, can be extended to be a group of operators leaving P invariant and 
there is a complementary space Q which is invariant under T,(t), t >, 0. 
That is, C = P @ Q, 4 = +p + $0. The corresponding projection operators 
would be denoted by P(L, a) and d(L, a) = I - w(L, a), respectively. 
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Since Z’,(t) is a compact operator for t > r it is shown in [6] that there are 
constants K = K(a, L), 5 = E(kz, L), 0 < 5 < a such that 
1 TL(tWP 1 < Ke(a+f)t I+’ 1, 
/ TL(t)qSQ I < Ke(a-E)t j (bQ 1, 
t <a (3.2) 
t > 0. (3.3) 
For a perturbed retarded differential equation 
Le.(t) = Lxt + /2(x,), (3.4) 
where h: C + En is a suitable perturbation, a function x is a solution of (3.4) 
through $ if and only if 
xt = T,(t)+ + j t Tdt - 4 &Ws) & t 3 0, (3.5) 
0 
where X0 is the n x 71 matrix function on C--r, 0] with X0(0) = 0, 
--I < B < 0, X,(O) = I, the identity and a,(T,(t) X,(O)) = L(T,(t)X,) a.e. 
in t. 
The above variation of constants formula, for a given decomposition of 
the space C by a real number a not in Re o(A), can be decomposed into 
xt = xtP + XtO = m(L, a) Xt + ?G(L, a) Xt , x0 =A 
xtP = T,(t) $’ + j t TL(t - s) X,%(x,) ds, t 3 0, (3.6) 
0 
xtO = TL(t)+Q + j” TL(t - s) X,“h(x,J ds, t 2 0, 
0 
where Xop = r(L, u)X, , X,Q = zG(L, u)X, and TL(t)CP, T,Jt)XoP are 
defined uniformly for -co < t < 00. Choose a basis @ = QL = (& ,..., +,> 
for P = r(L, u)C. It is shown in [6] that there is a p x p matrix B = B, 
whose spectrum is A(L, a) and a p x n matrix Y = !PL (obtained from the 
adjoint equation 6(t) = - frr ~~(-0) dT(0)) so that 
TL(t)@ = @eBt, --co<t<q 
TL(t) X,P = @eBtY/O), 
(3.7) 
-cD<t<oo. 
Using these observations in (3.6) we have that (3.6) is equivalent to the 
equations 
xt = @&) + XtO, 
xt” = T,(t)+0 + j” T,(t - s) Xo%(x,J ds, t > 0. 
0 
50512012-9 
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We shall always assume that !PL is chosen in such a way (Y, a) = [(h , &)I =I, 
the p x p identity matrix where (,) is defined as 
for all continuous 01: [0, r) + En* (row vectors), + E C. 
4. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We shall derive some technical lemmas to be extensively used in the 
construction of integral manifolds of RFDE. 
In the remaining section; L denotes an element of 9’ and 1 is a real number 
not in Re a(A). The space C is decomposed by 5 in C = P @Q where 
P = r(L, l)C and Q = 7+(L, c)C. If D is an n x n matrix with entries in 
W,,, then the usual matrix norm of D will be denoted by 11 D 11. Let 
(T(t), t > O> be the semigroup associated with the linear RFDE (L), a(A) 
the spectral set of its infinitesimal generator A. 
LEMMA 4.1. There exist nonnegative constants K and 5 such that if {T(t), 
t 2 01, is considered ejined on (W,,, ; 11 Ihm) then 
II VW /Il,m G Ke(i+c)t 14’ I, t < 0, (4.1) 
11 T(t)XOP // < Keci+fjt, t GO, (4.2) 
II VWQ /ll,a d a+-s)t II $Q //l,m , t >, 0, (4.3) 
(1 T(t)X,Q I! < Ke’c-c)t, t 2 0. (4.4) 
Proof. The above estimates hold for the space C (see [6, pp. 114-1221). 
Thus, it is enough to estimate I &T(t)(.)jm . Using (3.7) we have 
&,T(t)$p(e) = W(t + 6) C’(O) = L(T(t + e)y>, 
--rGeeo, --oo<t<co, 
a,qt) xoye) = a,qt + e) xop(e) = L(T(t + e)xoq, 
--rde<o, --co<t<og. 
Therefore, (4.1) and (4.2) f 11 o ow immediately for some constant Kr . To 
prove the other estimates we argue as follows: 
a,qt) p(e) = a,T(t + 0) p(o) = -qT(t + e)+Q), t+ebo, 
i&T(t) X,,Q(O) = &T(t + 0) X,,Q(0) = L(T(t + +Y,Q), t + e 2 0, a.e. in 8. 
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Hence we can find a constant K, so that for t + 9 > 0 
Since T(t) X,,Q(e) = - T(t + 19) XsP(0) for t + 0 < 0 and T(t) (bQ(6) takes 
its values in the range of $Q for t + 0 < 0, i.e., it coincides with $Q restricted 
to some subinterval on [-r, 01, we can find constants K3, K4 such that for 
t+e<o 
) &J(t) X,,Q(e)l < K3e(c+f)(t+e) < K4e(Z-c)t a.e. in 8, 
I WV) 4Q(@ d I +Q Ii0 G K&f)t II +Q L . 
This latter estimate follows because t + 0 < 0 implies necessarily 0 < t < Y. 
Therefore, the lemma holds with a suitable choice of K. 
Remark 1. The estimates in this lemma are rather general and can be 
improved for a particular given L or for additional conditions on 5. Actually, 
there is more freedom in the choice of 6 since it can be any positive number 
such that [{ - E, 5 + 51 n Re a(A) = ia. The constant K will naturally 
depend on the choice of 5. 
For any h E 9$(C), FI: C E En will denote an extension of h to the space C 
given by 
44) = fJ(l c - Al I/P) %), (4.5) 
where 4s E Sz, h(&) = 0, 0: [0, 00) + [0, l] is any function of class Cm on 
[0, co) such that v(s) = 1, 0 < s < -$, v(s) = 0, 1 < s < co, and p > 0 
is an arbitrary but fixed real number so that the ball B,,($,) in C of radius p 
with center at +,, is contained in G. It can be easily shown that if h E Lip,( W,,,) 
then j? E Lip,( W,,,) and Ij Fi [ILip < p jl h ]Irin(ow) where p > 0 is a constant 
depending only on 21. Consider the RFDE 
2 = Lxt + h(xJ, (3.4)’ 
We shall now proceed to derive a set of integral equations which charac- 
terize solutions of (3.4)’ with an exponential behavior as t + ----co similar to 
the linear case, i.e., li = 0. These equations will be the starting point for the 
construction of integral manifolds of the RFDE (L + h) with properties 
very similar to the linear manifolds P and Q of the linear case. 
If x is a function on (-co, u], we say x is a solution of (2.1) with initial 
value $ at a if for any s in (-co, u] and t in [s, o], xt = Z’(t)xs where T(t)xs 
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represents the solution in C of (2.1) at t with initial value x, at s. In order to 
avoid ambiguity in this definition we shall assume that it is made only when 
(2.1) has unique solutions. Thus, x is a solution of (3.4)’ on (-co, U] through 
x, at (I iff 
xt = T(t - s) x, + j t T(t - z) X,h(x,) dz, -co<s,<t,<u, (4.6) 
s 
LEMMA 4.2. Let h E LipQ(W&, h(+,) = 0, h the extension of h giwen by 
(4.5). Let x(.): (--Co, 0] -+ W,,, be a continuous map such thut xt (the value 
of x( .) at t) is of order O(ett) as t + - 00. Then xt satisjies RFDE (L + I;) for 
t < 0 ifJ there is a $” in P such that for every t < 0 
xt = T(t)$P + jt T(t - s) Xoph(xJ ds + s’ T(t - s) X,Qh(x,) ds. (4.7) 
0 -0; 
Similarly, if x(.): [0, 00) -+ WI,, is continuous and xt = O(ect) as t --+ co 
then xt satisjes RFDE (L + h) for t > 0 zr there is a q5O in Q A Wlem so that 
for t 2 0 
Xt = jt T(t - s) Xoph(x,) ds + T(t)+0 + j’ T(t - s) X0%(x,) ds. (4.8) cc 0 
Proof. Suppose that xt satisfies (4.6) and is of order O(ect) as t -+ --co. 
Let xt = xtP + xtQ and write xtP = @(Y, xt). It can easily be verified that 
xtP and xtQ have the same order as xt as t - - 00. We have 
xtQ = T(t - s) x,0 + l‘t T(t - z) X,%(x,) dz, -co<s<t<o. 
s 
Since /I T(t - s)x,Q I/ < Ketc-c)(t-s) O(ec8) = O(1) e(C-e)tefs and using the 
fact h(4) = 0 outside of a ball of finite radius, we obtain 
xt* = s t T(t - s) XoQh(x,) ds. -cc 
Since 
xtP = T(t) [ T(-4 x, + j” T(-z) Xoph(x,) dz] + 1” T(t - z) X,%(x,) dz, s 0 
it follows that xt , for a fixed value of s, satisfies (4.7). 
Conversely, let xt be a continuous solution of (4.7) of order O(ert) as 
t --t -co. Let us show that there exists a map x: (-co, 0] -+ E* so that 
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q(e) = x(t + e), t < 0, -Y < B < 0. We claim that x is a solution of the 
RFDE (L, h). In effect, 
xt(e) = qt + e) +p(o) + J” qt - s) x,qe) h(x,) ds 
0 
+ j” T(t - s) x00(e) h(XJ ds 
--m 
= w + 0) dw + Iot” T(t + 8 - s) Xop(0) I ds 
+ r:0 
T(t - s) x00(e) h(xJ ds 
+ St 
t+e 
T(t - 4 x,-w k) ds + s,:, qt - s> x,o(e) &) ds, 
%(e) = T(t + e)+‘(o) i- lot+’ T(t + e - S) xop(o) fi(&) dS 
+ J”‘” vv - 4 x,(e) 
--m 
- T(t + e - s) x,wi yx8) ds + S,:, qt - S) x,(e) J;(xJ 4 
Xt(e) = T(t + e) $b’(o) + 1”‘” T(t + 8 - S) xop(o) h&) ds 
0 
+ s_l,i” [T(t - S) x,(e) - T(t + 8 - S) x0’] h(&) ds, 
because s:+O T(t - s) X,(e) 6(x8) ds = 0. Therefore, +(e) = ~(t + e), where 
x(t) = T(t)rjP(0) + s” T(t - s) Xop(0) h(xJ ds 
0 
+ j-;m [W - 4 X,(e) - V - $1 Xo’(O)I h@,) 4 
x(t) = T(t)cjP(0) + j” T(t - s) Xop(0) h(i(xJ ds 
0 
+ j-” 2-Q - s) X00(O) Ii ds. 
-02 
The continuity hypothesis and the growth conditions allow us to differentiate 
the last expression and using Fubini’s theorem we can easily show that 
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a(t) = Lxt + Yxt). The second part of the lemma is proved in a similar way. 
Note that T(t) is a group of bounded operators in P so that the converse part 
follows in an easier way. 
Remark 2. Note that the solutions of RFDE (L + I;) with initial value 
in WI,, are unique because h is Lipschitzean in WI,, ; hence, (4.7) charac- 
terizes all solutions of RFDE (L + h) of order O(ert) as t--t -co, Also if xt 
is a solution of the RFDE (L + h) of order O(ett) in C as t + -co then xt 
has the same order with respect to the WI,, norm. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose OL, y are positive real constants, K, L, M are non- 
negative real constants, and u is a nonnegative bounded continuous solution of 
either of the following inequalities: 
u(t) < Ke+ + L J‘” e-a(t-s)u(s) ds + Mirn e-%(t + s), t 3 0, 
0 0 
.r 
t 
u(t) < Keot + L eact-+) u(s) ds + M j m e%(t + s), t > 0. 
0 0 
If /3 = (L + M)/y < 1, then 
K 
44 e i--q exp - O1 - 1 _ /j [ ( + t I]. 
Proof. See [5, pp. IlO-1111. 
The following result implies that if 11 h llLip is small enough, then any 
solution of the RFDE (L + Ii) of order O(ert) as t -+ CO (t + - co) is uni- 
formly bounded by KIeClt /I +Q /jl,m (resp. KIeCat I 4’ I), where KI , & , I& are 
constants not depending on the particular solution considered. More 
precisely: 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 01 be a real number in the interval (0, 1) arbitrary butfixed. 
Assume I/ h ]lLip < y = [(l - a)/(3 - 201)] . [E/K] where 5, K are as in 
Lemma 4.1. Let x~(c#J), xi(#) be continuous olutions in WI,, of (4.7) (resp. (4.8)) 
such that xt = O(ect) as t -+ --co (resp. t -+ ~0). Thenfor B = PK II 6 IILQJc~ -=c 1, 
K 
II 499 - ~t(WI.m < m e(c+ae)t Id’ - P I, t < 0, (4.9) 
W., 
II XtW - xtWll~.m G $7~ e (t-crE)t II dQ - $0 Il,.m , t > O), (4.10) 
Proof. Let x,(C), xt(#) be solutions of (4.8) of order O(ert) as t -+ 00. 
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Let Nt) = II 44) - 4~~lll.me- ct. Then u(t) is a nonnegative continuous 
and bounded real function such that, for all t >, 0, 
u(t) < Kc-Et II+Q - $0 Ill,m + K jJ h I/L~~ /Of e-C(t-s)u(s) ds 
Since 11 h I/Lip < y implies p < 1, we can apply Lemma 4.3 to obtain 
~(0 < [K/(1 - B)l exp[-kf - 3K II A IILQJU - 2K II h IIL&, t 2 0. 
Let r~ = -[(f - 3K II h Ik~pMl - 2K II Ji IlLip)l* Thus 
II q(4) - x,(#)lll,m < [K/(1 - P)lllP - +Q Lo exp(l: - Mr. 
In a similar way, if x,(4), x~(I/) are continuous solutions of (4.7) of order 
O(ert) as t + -cc, we obtain 
II 44) - 44111.m < [K/U - RI I +’ - V I exp(5 + 5@, t < 0. 
Finally, exp(1 - 5;1) I t I < exp(-a[) I t 1, --co < t < co, provided that 
71 2 a, or, equivalently, II h IlLiD < y. Therefore, the lemma follows. 
COROLLARY 4.1. With the same hypotheses as in Lemma 4.4 and h(0) = 0, 
let q(d) be a continuous soktion of (4.7) (resp. (4.8)) of order O(ect) as t -+ -co 
(resp., t -+ a). Then 
(ye% 
II ~d+III.m < [K/(1 - B)l e(E+aE)t 14’ 1, t d 0, (4.11) 
II GWm < W/U - 81 e(c-ore)t II 4OIll.m , t 3 0.) (4.12) 
LEMMA 4.5. Let u, v be continuous real functions dejined on an interval 
(a, b]; let y be a nonnegative real constant. If for any a < s < b, 
4s) d v(s) + Y J”, ~(4 dz, then 
u(s) < v(s) + y Jsb v(z) ey(z-s) dz, a<s<b. (4.13) 
Proof. A standard application of Gronwall’s arguments. 
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5. EXISTENCE OF INTEGUL MANIFOLDS 
Our main goal in this section is to show that the perturbed RFDE (L + h) 
can also exhibit a pair of invariant sets with similar properties to those given 
by P and Q for the linear RFDE (L). 
The main result of this section will be a direct consequence of the following 
lemmas. 
Let L E 9, 5 a real number not in Re o(A), 01 and y two arbitrary but 
fixed numbers on (0, l), K and 5 as in Lemma 4.1. Let 
y. = (5 I K) min[y(l + a)l(K + Ml + 4, (1 - 443 - 241. 
LEMMA 5.1. If I/ h /ILip -=c y. , then for each 4’ E P there is a unique solution 
of (4.7) on (-00, 0] with range in WI,, , continuous on t and order O(ect) as 
t -+ - 00. For any such solution xt let 
A$’ = 4’ + f” T(-s) X,%(x,) ds. (5.1) 
J-m 
The map A: P-+ WI,, is a homeomorphism on its range. Moreover, 
A is linear if h is, and A0 = 0 if h(O) = 0. 
Proof. Let 9’ E P be arbitrary and fixed. Define 2, = (z(.) : (-co, 0] -+ 
W I,m : z(.) continuous, ]I zt Ijl,m < KeCt 14’ 1, t < O}. Define 9: 2, --f 2, by 
(9egt = Jot T(t - s) XopW(s) +p + 4 ds 
+ s t T(t - s) XoOi;< T(s) q’ + z,) ds, (5.2) 
-m 
where zt denotes the value of z at t. We have that T(.) 4’ + z E 2, is dif- 
ferentiable in WI*, with respect to t and of order O(ect) as t -+ -co. Using 
Lemma 4.1, we conclude that 9 is well defined and 
II 9% II < WK II h IlI.ipwl II T(*) 4’ + 2 II* 
Let a, w be in 2, . Then, again by Lemma 4.1, 
II( - (Pw)t I/ < K/l h Lip II z - w II I #’ 1 [Ito e(c+E)(t-8)eCs ds 
+L 
eK-EW-s,eCs ds 1 
G [W II h Il~i~Y~ll! z - w II ert I 4’ I. 
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Thus, 
II 9% - 9% II G PK II h hip/n II x - w II 
< w - a)/(3 - 241 II 2 - w II 
< II z - w /I* 
Therefore, 9’ is a uniform contraction on Z, in the sense that the contrac- 
tion constant does not depend on the particular choice of @‘. Thus it has a 
unique fixed point z($~). Let xt = T(t)+P + zt(dP). Then xt is continuous 
in Wl., with respect to t and of order O(G) as t -+ - 03 and satisfies (4.7). 
[By Lemma 4.2 we actually have that xt is a solution of the RFDE (~5 + h) 
of order O(ert) in WI,, as t --f -cc with initial value 
Since 4’ was arbitrary we can define .9: P -+ Q IT WI,, : 
F(r$‘) = zo(~‘) = 1” T(-s) X,Qh(x,) ds, 
--m (5.3) 
where X, = x,(+~ + z~($~)) an d z is the unique fixed point of the map B in 
the space Z, . 
By Lemma 4.4, we have that for any +p, #’ E P, 
11 xt($P + 2qC’)) - xtgp + q~p)>IIl,m G wxl - B)l e(F+oE)t I d’ - $’ I2 
t < 0. 
Hence, by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4, 
II F(C’> - ~Ohp>lh.m G j-” II T(-4 XoO II I 444) - Gh)l ds 
< EIKm’ II hk*p/U - ml 4’ - v l/[U + 4f 
= ([K2 II h IlLiPl/[(l + 4tt - 2K II h IlL~p)1)ld’ - *’ I. 
If h(0) = 0, we have that A(0) = 0. Let .Mp(h) = (4 E WI,, : 4 = 
$P + 9(f), q4P E P}. Let .4: P -+ W,,, be given by AdP = $p + P(+p); 
thus dp(h) = d(P). It follows that II is continuous and is one to one so A-l 
exist. Let 17 = ([K2 II h IILIJ[(~ + 4(5 - 2K II R ll~~~>l~ Then 
II ep - 4@ Ill.cc 3 II v - v Ilw - II SMP’) - 9r($pbp>llI,mJ 
b [l - 71 II+’ - #’ IlLrn 2 [1 - rll dP - PI 
because II li llLig < y. . ’ 
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Therefore, A is a homeomorphism on its range. Note that this homeo- 
morphism holds in both topologies, the C topology and the W,,, topology, 
namely, 
A: (P, I I) -(Q n Wl,cc ; I I) or (Q n W,, ; II IL), 
fl: (P> II IL) or (P, I I) -+ (Q n K,, ; II IllJ 
is a homeomorphism. 
Remark 3. If h is linear, then (1~ is a linear map and AI;P is finite- 
dimensional. Therefore, Al;’ is continuous under the sole assumption that 
Ilh //Lip < (3U - 4lM3 - 241. 
COROLLARY 5.1. If in addition to the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1, h is Cl in 
W,,m and SUPW, co II Wd>lI < 5/K2, where Dh(+) is the derivative of h at $, 
then A is a Cl-d$$eomorphism on its range. 
Proof. It follows from the fact that 8, defined in Lemma 5.1, is a uniform 
contraction. Differentiating with respect to 4 we obtain 
[DF(4p)] 4’ = j” T(-s) X,ODh(x&lr;#P)) T(s) #p ds. 
--m 
Hence, II D2F(4P)ll < (K2/2[) 3 (tK2) = $ < 1 implies (1 = 1 i- 9 is a 
diffeomorphism. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If Ii meets the requirements of Lemma 5.1, then the 
equation in P, 
Iv) = Ap(t) + XoPfi(-4P(t)), p(t) E PT (5.4) 
where A is the map given in Lemma 5.1, has unique solutions defined for all t in 
(---co, a). Moreover, if p(t, qY) denotes the solution of (5.4) through 4’ at 
t = 0, then 
44’) = p(t, dP), --co<t<co, 
is a solution of the RFDE (L + h) of order O(eCt) as t + ---CO. 
Proof. Since the norms jl IllSrn and I j are equivalent in P [take li = 0 in 
Lemma 5.1, make use of (4.1 l)] and li(Ap) is Lipschitzian in P, it follows that 
the solutions of (5.4) are uniquely defined for every t in (-00, 00) (see [5], 
p. 341). Let xt = p(t, +p), -co < t < co. We know that x,(A+~) = p(t, 4’) 
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is a solution of the RFDE (L + h) for t < 0. Thus it remains to show that it is 
also a solution for t > 0. We have that 
x@vP) = PCS> v>, s <O,$PEP. 
Thus, for every t > 0 and s < 0, 
Xt+s = Ap(t + s, 4’) = AP(S, Pk $‘)) = dP(4 $‘N* 
Therefore, xtP = p(t, +‘) and 
XtO = $y p(t, c#bp)) = j" q-s) xJqxs(llp(t~ 4p)> ds 
-m 
zz j” T(-s) X0%(x,+,) ds = jt T(t - s) Xo“h(xJ ds. 
-cc --m 
Set q(t) = x,o(O). Since x, is continuous in -cc < s < t for any t 3 0, we 
can differentiate to obtain 
4(t) = X00(O) h(x,) + j” a,qt - s) X,0(0) h(xJ ds. 
-cc 
But 
j” L(T(t - s) X,Q)h(x,) ds = j” j” dv(0) T(t - s) X00(O) I;@,) ds. 
-02 -02 -r 
By Fubini’s theorem, 
P(t) = j" 4(e) j" T(t - s) XoQ(e> Yxs) ds + XoQ@) Qt> 
-T --m 
= JqxtO) + XoQ(O) 4%). 
Since &xtp(0) = a&t, 9’)(O) = L(xtp) + Xop(0) h(xJ, it follows that x(t) = 
~~~(0) + x00(O) satisfies x = L(x,) + h(x,) because Xop(0) + X,0(0) = I. 
The last statement of the corollary is trivial. 
Remark 4. By Remark 2, after Lemma 4.2, we have that xt = Ap(t, 4’) 
is the unique solution of (4.7) on (- 00, oo), which is of order O(ect) as t + -co. 
The following Lemma will be very useful in showing the attraction 
property of the integral manifold Mp(li) = AP where A is given by 
Lemma 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose 1 > 0 is suck that [-25, 0) n Re o(A) is empty. 
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Then, there are positive constants p1 , yl , Kl , depending on K and [ so that 
ifll Q*p < p1 , then the system 
q(t, V, do) = T(t) do + lot T(t - s) XoQfi( ~(s, t, $‘) 
+ a(~, ~(s, t, +‘), 9”)) ds, t 3 0, (5.5) 
IT4 = AP(T) + XllPh( P(T) + !I@, P(T)? d% 
p(t) = dP, 0 < 7, 0 < t, 
(5.6) 
where P(T) = p(~, t, dP), denotes the solution of (5.6) with p(t) = p(t, t, $‘) = 
4P, has a unique solution q: R,+ x P x Q n W,,, -+Q n W,,, so that for 
every t 3 0, 
II 4(t,$P, $9 - dt, *p, m/I,00 
< KdI 4’ - #’ I + e+ II do - /JO /Id t 3 0, (5.7) 
for any 4p, #’ in P and ~$0, $0 in Q r\ WI,, . 
Proof. For any pair of positive real constants K and y define the 
following functional space FS = FS(K, y): 
FS(K, y) = {q: R,+ x P x Q n W,,, -Q n WI,, I q satisfies (5.7)). 
Define a metric in FS by 
d(q, 7 qz) = sup II qdt, +pY dQ) - qz(t, dP9 Pllw,,, * 
x,+xPxQntV,,, 
The metric d is well defined because fi is globally bounded. It follows that 
(FS, d) is a complete metric space. Consider the map 6: FS + FS given by 
(Gq)(t,4P, do> = T(t)V + lot T(t - s) Xo”h,( P(S) + q(s,p(sMO) ds (5.8) 
where p(s) = p(s, t, #Jo, q) denotes the unique solution of (5.6) for a given 
fixed q in FS. Our goal is to find appropriate constants Kl , yr so that G is 
a well-defined map in FS and so that 6 is a contraction. Let ql , qe be in FS, 
dr , +a in WI,, and denote by p,(s) and p,(s) the solutions of (5.6) with q = q1 , 
q = q2 and PI(t) = blP, PI(t) = +a’, respectively. Let us write 
il (-l)i h( Pi(S) + q(s* Pa(s), V> 
= 
[ 
fl C-1)’ 4 Pi(S) + ah Pi(S), i”)] * 4 P&) + 4l(S, Pz(s), clO))* 
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Factoring terms conveniently, taking & = K, and using Lemma 4.1, we 
have that 
II %(4 hP, ho> - G2k +zp, ~2°)111.m 
< Ke-(c+f)t II ~4~ - Czo Ill.m 
+ K(K + I)11 hI/M~ lot e-(c+“)ct-8’ II p,(s) - p2(~)llI,m ds 
+ [K II h /l~tp/G + 5)14a 7 ~2) 
To estimate II~(4 - P~(~I~,~ , let 44 = II ~(4 - P~(s)II~,~ exp[-Cl; - 5) 
0 - 41- Since P&h P2( s are solutions of (5.6) it follows that 1 
4s) G K I 41’ - 42’ I + WII 6 ll~~pY(5 - 01 dk, 9 4 
+ W2 II h IIdb - (5 - O)lll A0 - 420 IL e-vs 
+ K(K + l>ll h Il~ip 1” 44 d7, 
s 
provided we choose .$ and y in such a way that 0 < 5 < y < 25 < 5 + 5 and 
5 < 5 + y < 35. This is always possible because [-25, 0) n Re a(A) = o. 
Using Lemma 4.5, we obtain that 
II 1’44 - P2WlL.m < 21K I A’ - $2’ I + W II h IILuMS - 01 dk, , 42) 
+ PK2 II h IIL~Y - (5 - 011 IIho - +2O Ilw 
x e-y8[l + exp(KW + 1) II h /ILip + (5 - 5) (t - 41. 
(5.10) 
Substituting (5.10) into (5.9), using 0 < 5 - I < y < 5 + 5, and assuming 
that 21 - y > K(K + 1) II h llLrp , we obtain 
II 67&dlP, 429 - 672(c c2p? ~2%.m 
G W2 II h lItip(K + 1M5 - 4X25 - KF + 1)ll h Il~tp)) 
+ K II t’i kipl(l + W(e 7 ~121 
+ PK2 II h Il~idK + 1Wf - fW + 1111 h Itip)lI $1’ - +2’l 
+ [K + W2 II h Il~ipMl + f - Y)) 
+ 4K* II h ll:ipW + 1Mr - (t - fWf - Y - (K + 1FII h ll~ip 
x e-?S II A0 - CzQ IL . (5.11) 
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If we assume that 11 li /JLiP < pr , where 
0 < f1 < {min(l, (Y + f - 5)/(3K2 + K), l/(r + 4G/(5 - 5)), 
x (25 - YYKW + I), 5/C(Y + 2K(Y - 5 + 67 + 4K3(K + 1)l). 
(5.12) 
Then, it follows that 6: FS --f FS is well defined and 6 is a contraction by 
using (5.11) with 4 = q1 = qz and +r = $a , respectively. Thus, the lemma 
is proved. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let h as in Lemma 5.2. Then the Q-component of any 
solution of the RFDE (L + h) with initial value 4 in W,,, is given by xtQ = 
n(t, XtP, $O>. 
Proof. It is immediate. Note that (5.6) is an ordinary differential equation. 
Hence ~(7, t, $‘I = ~(7, 0, ~(0, t, +p>>, 0 d T d 6 ~(7, t, p(t, O,$‘)) = 
p(T, 0, p(0, t, p(t, 0, 4’)) = P(T, 0, $p), 0 < T < t. Apply these relations 
into (5.5). 
We shall combine the results of Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 to obtain 
an attraction property of the set Ap(J;) = AP, where fl is the map given by 
Lemma 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let 5 be as in Lemma 5.2 and suppose h satisfies the hypothesis 
of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. Then for any solution of the RFDE (L + h) which is 
bounded in W,,, for t > 0, its w-limit set is a nonempty, compact, connected, 
and invariant set lying in uatp(h). More precisely, there exist constants Kz , 
yz > 0 such that 
II xt(d) - ~xt%)lb G KzemYzt II 9 - Ad’ IL , t 2 0. (5.13) 
Proof. The lemma follows from arguments given by Chafee [2, pp. 3281, 
Hale [8, pp. 701, and Lemma 5.2. We shall omit the details of this reasoning. 
Most of the technical work has already been done. Thus we can enunciate 
the following. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let L E 9, h E Lipo( W,,,), 6 the extension of h given by 
(4.5), 1 a real number not in Re a(A) such that [--21, 0) n Re o(A) = O. 
Decompose C by -25 in C = P @Q. If 11 li ]/LiP < min(y,, , pl), y,, as in 
Lemma 5.1 and p1 as in Lemma 5.2, then there exist an integral manifold Jr?,(h) 
of the RFDE (L + h) homeomorphic to P in the C and W,,, topology such that: 
(i) For any 4 E .&Z,(h) th e solution of the RFDE (L + h) through 4 at 
t = 0 is uniquely defined for --co < t < co and lies entirely in Jlt,(h); thus 
&Yp(h) is an inoariant set. Also, Ap(h) = AP, A given by (5.1). 
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(ii) Any solution of the RFDE (L + h) which is of order O(e’r) in 
WI,, as t + --co must have its initial value in Ar(h). 
(iii) If h is linear then A&) is a linear subspace of WI,, . 
(iv) If h is Cl in WI,, then A!r(h) is dsfleomorphic to P provided 
suPW, m /I WM < E/K’. 
(v) On &r(h) the solutions of the RFDE (L + h) are equivalent to a 
diferential equation in P: 
lx4 = Ap(t) + &ph(E(llp(t)). (5.14) 
Or, equivalently, 
p(t) = @W, u(t) = h(t) + Y(0) h(A@u(t)). (5.14)’ 
(vi) For any 4, z/ in &r(h) we have 
II 44) - ~t(lCr)lll,m < [K/(1 - PII e(c+“ot I V - 4’ IF t 6 0, (5.15) 
where B = 2~’ II h h,/t. 
(vii) If h(0) = 0 then 0 E JXp(h). 
(viii) There are constants p > 0, k > 0 such that for any 4 E WI,, for 
which xt(+) is a bounded solution of the RFDE (L + h), 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.1, Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2, and Lemmas 
5.2 and 5.3. 
An immediate consequence of this theorem, which can be obtained by 
other means, is the following: 
COROLLARY 5.1. Given L, E 9, 5 > 0 so that [[, 0) n Re o(ALJ empty, 
there is a neighborhood A’& of L, in 9 such that: 
(i) For every L E JV& , -5 6 Re u(AJ and Card A(L, -5) = Card 
4-&l, -0 
(ii) The estimates of Lemma 4.1 hold uniformly for every L E ML, with 
some constants KI , & depending only on L, and 5. 
Proof. Let p > 0 be such that p < (t/K) [(l - a)/(3 - 2a)], 01 in the 
open interval (0, 1) arbitrary but fixed. Then for any L E 9 so that 11 L -L, 11 <p 
we can apply the results of Theorem 5.1 to obtain what we want because in 
this case Ap(L - L,) is just r(L, -<)C so Card A(L, -5) = Card A(L, , -[) 
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and -4 6 Re a(&). For the last assertion, see Remark 3 and use the estimates 
on /l-r given in the Lemma 5.1 to obtain 
where 
/3=2KllL--L,II/%<l ,~=~211~-~~11/(1+~)(~-2~11~--~/1)< 1.
Appealing to the next theorem, we can obtain similar estimates for T(t)rr 
(L, [)+ and prove the last assertion as we have done in Lemma 4. I. 
THEOREM 5.2. With the same hypotheses as in Theorem 5.1, there exists 
a map G: Q n WI., -+ P such that the relation 
represents an integral mavifold .&Y,(h) homeomorphic to Q such that: 
(i) G(0) = 0 if h(0) = 0. 
6) II WQ) - G(#Q)III,a 
< K2 II h lld5 - 2~ II h ll,)(l + 41 I/ 4O - $O l/m 
< IIP - *O Ill.00 . 
(iii) If h is linear so is G and .MQ(h) is a linear subspace of WI,,. 
Moreover, for any qS~.d,(h) th e solution ~~(4) of RFDE (L + h) through 
C$ is de$ned for t >, 0 and lies entirely in do(h), i.e., &Q(h) is positively 
invariant. Also, 
&Q@) = (4 E wl,* : ~~(4) is a solution of the RFDE (L + h) 
of order O(eC1) in W,,, as t -+ co}. 
For any $4 # E MQ(h), 
11 x~(+) - x,(~>II~.~ < [K/(1 - P)le(c-af)’ II +Q III,~ p t < 0, (5.17) 
where /3 = 2K /I h lILip/r < 1. 
For a given L E 9 and 5 > 0 so that [-6, 0) n Re U(A) = 0, let 
A”(L, -5) = {X E A(L, -1): Re h = 0} and set A+(L, -5) = A(L, -t;) - 
A”(L, -5). Let TO, T+ be the projection operators mapping P = n(I,, -{)G 
onto the subspaces generated by AO(L, -1) and A+(L, -iJ, respectively. 
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COROLLARY 5.2. With the same notation and gyootheses as in Theorem 5.1, 
the sets 
I,” = {I$ EWI,, : cj = Ad#P, 4’ E P), 
dHp’(h) ={f$ EWI,, : + = hr+q, $’ E P}, 
where A is the map describing the manifold A%‘~@) are, integral manifolds of 
the RFDE (L + I;> contained in Ap(h) and such that ./lpo(h) n Ap+(h) = {0} 
if h(O) = 0. Moreover, dim APO(h) = card A”(L, -[), dim dp+(li) = card 
A+& -0. 
6. STA TEMENT OF THE HYPOTHESES AND MAIN THEOREM 
With the prelinminary work and the results obtained so far, we may now 
begin to make some specific statements concerning the behavior of solutions 
of a RFDE near an equilibrium point. The results given here will be in the 
spirit of Hale [6]. 
We consider the equation 
w = f (4, (6.1) 
and we shall assume the following hypotheses: 
(Hl) The function f is defined and continuous in C, takes closed 
bounded sets into bounded sets and f (0) = 0. 
(H2) There is an open neighborhood D in C of 4 = 0 so that f restricted 
to D is K-continuously differentiable, K > 1 an integer, f and its derivatives 
f(j), j = I,..., k, are bounded in 0. 
(H3) The characteristic equation for the RFDE (L), L = f’(O), has 
exactly p characteristic roots with nonnegative real part. 
Let 4 be a positive real number so that [-5, 0) n Re a(&) is empty. 
Decompose C by 5 in C = P @Q. Set h = f - L. Thus, in a neighborhood 
of the origin (6.1) is equivalent to 
k = Lx, + h(x,). (6.1)’ 
Since f is a differentiable with respect to the C topology it follows that 
h ~%~(Ull.~), I h(+) - h(#)l < T(P) 14 - # I for every 4, # in Q with 
I 4 1 < p, / # I < p, q(p) continuous in p, lin~~-,~+ r](p) = 0. Therefore, for 
small p the extension 6 of h (see (4.5)) meets the requirements of Theorem 5.1 
and we can obtain locally the conclusions of the theorem. That is, as long 
505/20/2-r 0 
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as a solution inside a ball B8(0) in W,,, of radius 6 < p/2 with center at 
+ = 0. For an arbitrary g E SDk(W1,J write the RFDE (g) as 
n(t) = Lx, + h&t), 
h, =g--L = [g-f] +h. 
(6.2) 
Let hi be the extension of hi given by (4.1). If 11 h1 [ ILip is small enough we can 
then obtain the conclusions of Theorem 5.1. For this it will suffice to take 
I/g -fllmwl, small enough. Also, we can select an appropriate p > 0 so 
that the extensions hi , h coincide with h, and h in the same ball of radius p/2 
with center at $ = 0. More precisely: 
THEOREM 6.1. Given (6.1) satisfying Hypotheses Hl through H3, there 
are open neighborhoods V”, ?V” in W,,, of #J = 0 contained in 9, an open 
neighborhood 4 of f in FDk(7Y) and positive constants 7, p such that the 
following assertions are true: 
(i) For any g E % n SQk(?F) there is a k-dzyeomorphism 
fl,:PnV+W" 
on its range, such that Ag is continuously differehtiable in g and the set &$(g) = 
{d E WI,, : c = 4+p, 4’ E p> is a local integral manifold of the RFDE (g) 
with Jke,(f) tangent to P at 4 = 0. 
(ii) On JZp(g), the soZutions of the RFDE (g) are equivalent to an 
ordinary d@rential equation in P, 
Iv) = AP@) + &p(g - ~MrPWh (6-% 
or, equivalently, 
C(t) = B@) + W>(g - WJ,@u(t>), (6.3)' 
where @ is a basis for P, A@ = B@, (@, Y), = I, p = @(Y, p), and u = (Y, p). 
(iii) Any solution of the RFDE (g) satisfies 
II 4~9 - ~x~~(+)II~.~ d rle+ II 4 - 4$’ IL (6.4) 
as long as ~~(4) E Ag(P n V) and x$‘(#J) E 4. 
Proof. Let p > 0 be chosen in such a way that the extension li of h 
coincides on V’ = B,,,(O) C W,,, and )I fi IlLID (which depends on 7(p)) 
meets the requirements of Theorem 5.1. Let /Ih be the map describing the 
manifold dp(h) given by Theorem 5.1. Take V = Bp,4(0) so that 
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A,(P n Y)C W = B,,,(O). F or any g E %ok(~) let g denote the extension 
of g (see (4.5)) which coincides with g in B,,,(O). We can find E > 0 such that 
llg -fjlnnw < E implies that l/g-J) + I; /ILip still meets the hypotheses 
of Theorem 5.1 and obtain locally the results of this theorem. That is, as 
long as a solution remains inside a ball B&O). Therefore, the conclusions 
of the theorem are pretty clear if we set dP(g) = cl&P n V), where Ag is 
the map given by (5.1). The tangency of A#) at 4 = 0 with respect to P 
follows immediately from the definition of tangency, the estimates on the map 
5 given by (5.3) and the fact 7(p) goes to zero as p + 0. 
COROLLARY 6.1. With the same notation and hypotheses as in Theorem 6.2, 
the sets 
rl E Re (4 ,..., b), are local integral manifolds of the RFDE (g) contained in 
&r(g) and such that As,(g) n Ap'(g) = {0} for h # A’ and g(0) = 0. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Zuppose the hypotheses and notation of Theorem 6.1 hold. 
Then 
(i) If x~($) is a solution of the RFDE (g) such that ~~(4) E A,(P n V), 
xf(q5) E 9’- for t < 0, then x&b) E AJg) for t < 0. 
(ii) If 4d) E 4(P n U, xtp($) E P n V for t 3 0, then the w-limit 
set of C$ belongs to A,,(g) and is invariant. 
(iii) If the RFDE (g) has a unique equilibrium point (say 4 = 0) in YY” 
and the solution p = 0 of the ODE (6.3) g is uniformly asymptotically stable 
(unstable), then the zero solution of the RFDE (g) is uniformly asymptotically 
stable (unstable). 
Proof. The first two assertions are immediate. The last part is essentially 
proved in H4 and we shall not render the proof here. However, we must 
point out that although the conclusions are valid on the space WI,, , the 
solutions of the RFDE (g) lie in WI,, for t > r. 
As an application of the previous results, let us consider a bifurcation 
problem. Suppose that the linear RFDE (L) has two purely imaginary 
characteristic roots and the remaining ones have negative real part less than 
-5, 4 a positive real number. Let f satisfy Hypotheses Hl through H3. 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose f(0) = L, and the zero solution of the RFDE 
(L+h),h =f-L, is asymptotically stable. Then there are an open neighbor- 
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hood JI/^ of L in 9, an open neighborhood WI of 4 = 0 in WI,, , an open 
neighborhood aI in SDk(~I) of h, so that: 
(i) Each z in A” has exactly two characteristics roots with common 
real part r(L) greater than -5. 
(ii) For any g = f; + h, e E Jr, fi E %I , the RFDE (g) has an isolated 
equilibrium point ag in WI which is continuously di&rentiable in g. 
(iii) If r(L) < 0, then olg is a.symp2otically stable. 
(iv) If r(E) > 0, then 01~ is unstable and there is a nontrivial periodic 
solution of the RFDE (g). 
Proof. The first three conclusions follow from Theorem 6.1, Corollary 
5.1, an application of the implicit functions theorem to the map F: BP(O) x 
@ + P (BP(O) C E2, @BP(O) C V; V, 4? as in Theorem 6.1), given by 
F(u, g) = Bu + y(O) (g - L) b’k@u) 
(because a,F(O, h) = B is invertible in E2) and the third one from Corollary 
6.2. Let .M, W’, W denote the respective neighborhoods for which the 
first three assertions hold. For the last conclusion we apply the PoincarC- 
Bendixson theorem to Eq. (6.3)’ which is two-dimensional. In order to do 
this we use the same technique described in the works of Chafee [l] and 
Lefschetz [13] to obtain a positive bounded orbit in a neighborhood of the 
origin. A basic feature of this technique consists in an adequate extension of 
the derivative of a Lyapunov functional for the original equation, whose 
existence is guaranteed by well-known converse theorems in asymptotic 
stability. 
Remark 5. In Theorem 6.2 we could have assumed that the zero solution 
of the RFDE (f) was unstable and a bifurcation would still occur except the 
periodic orbit appears when r(e) < 0. In fact, in the proof of Theorem 6.2 
we need only to apply the PoincarC-Bendixon theorem to the a-limit set of 
trajectories on the manifold and use in an appropriate way the converse 
theorems of instability. 
Remark 6. It is clear from the context that all the results that we have 
obtained can also be derived from the space C rather than WI,, . 
7. APPLICATIONS 
In this final section we present two applications of the results obtained. 
The first application is a generalization of a result due to Driver [4, p. 1051. 
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Let us describe in a brief manner his result. For the RFDE (L) with L E 
,Ep(C([-I, 01, E), E) the following assumptions are true: 
(i) For any L E-Y, satisfying /IL I] > 0, r IIL ]I e < 1, the spectral 
set u(AJ has a unique simple root Ar. in the interval (-l/r, l/r). 
(ii) For any 4 E C the solution x(t) of the RFDE (L) through 4 at 
t = 0 satisfies 
pil x(t) .?-ALt = C($, L), 
where C(+, L) is a constant given explicitly. 
(iii) The set of values # for which the above limit is zero is a nowhere 
dense set in C. 
Consider the trivial ordinary differential equation 
R = 0. (7.1) 
Let Log5 = c,. dvs(8)$(8), ~(8) = 0, -Y < 0 < 0, and consider (7.1) as 
the RFDE. 
* =L&. (7.1)’ 
Using results given in Appendix 1, we can easily obtain that /l(L, , -5) = {0} 
for any positive real number 5. Decompose C by such a 5 in C = P @Q, 
where P = {$ E C I$ is constant} is isomorphic to En, Q = (4 E C: #I) = (I}. 
Let T(t) be the semigroup generated by (7.1)’ and let I designate the n x n 
identity matrix in E*; then 
miw) = 4’(0>, T(t) x,p(e) = I, --r<e<o,--co<t<co, 
qt)#Q(e> = 0, o,<t+e,o<t, 
= $O(t + q, --rdt+e<o,tao, 
T(t) 2&Q(r) = 0, o<t+e,oq, 
= --I, -rgt+e<o,o<t. 
Hence for any 6 > 0 in the interval (0 t) 
1 T(t)f / < e(-c+e)t 1 +p 1 and 1 T(t)Xop 1 < e(-c+c)t for t < 0 
1 T(t)fjQ / < e-(c+c’t 1 $40 1 and / T(t)XoQ ( < e-(E+C)t for t 3 0. 
If we let K = e(c+6)r, then Lemma 1.1 holds. By Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 
5.1 we conclude that for any L E JZ(C, En) satisfying 
I/L II < 1/2K = 5/2e(c+E)T, (7.2) 
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the set A(& -[) has only 7t roots Xi = A,& {), i = 1, n with real part in the 
interval (-4, co) because A,(L) = rr(L, -l)C and dim v+!,, -[)C = 
dim P = n. 
Let h(L, 5) be the root with Re X(L, 5) = maxl<,Gn Re A& 4). For 
i = 1, n, let rrA5 designate the projection operator into the generalized null 
eigenspace AS,(&). Let Qr. be a matrix basis for P, AQL = B@, YL its 
adjoint basis. Then, 
lim x(t) e-ReA(L.Ot = 1’ 
t-tm ,\t ~(L.@L(O) eBt(Y, , $) e-RencLQ] 
because u(rr+eB) = {hi}, i = 1, n; -5 < Re hi < Re A(& 5) and +o(#) = 
O(e-rt) as t -+ 00. From the above limit it is pretty clear that if h(L, 5) is 
simple, then the above limit exists and it is finite, and moreover it vanishes 
only when 4 E Q. Thus, the nowhere-dense set mentioned in (iii) is well 
identified within Hale’s framework. Note that inequality (7.2) can be expressed 
in an optimal way (in the sense of getting closer to Driver’s condition) by 
appropriate choice of the constants 5, 5 and 0~. To summarize: 
(i) For any L E 9[(C[-Y, 01, P), P] satisfying 
[(3 - 2~)/(1 - 41 (e(c+O~/f) IIL II < 1, 
where 01, 5, 8 are arbitrary but fixed positive numbers satisfying 0 < a; < 1, 
0 < .$ < 5, 5 > 0, the RFDE (d) has exactly n characteristic roots whose real 
parts are greater than -5. 
(ii) If the root with largest real part, X = A(L, [) is real and simple, then 
k? x(t) e-A(L-t)t = dh(O)(YL 3 4). 
If the root with largest real part, h = X(L, [) is complex and simple, then 
x(t)e-(L*f)t = O(rrACDL(0) (Y, , 4)) as t--f co. 
(iii) The set of initial values # in C for which .(t)e-A(L*r)t = o(1) as 
t -+ co is the set QL = [l - m(L, -lJ]C, where PL = m(L, -{)C. 
This example has been a direct application of the results obtained by 
working on the space C. The next example, a bifurcation example, will 
justify to some extent our interest on the space IV,,, . 
Consider the linear RFDE 
L+(t) = -x(t - El) - x(t - EZ) 
and the perturbed RFDE 
(7.3) 
se(t) = -x(t - Cl) - x(t - E2) + /39(t), (7.4) 
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where /3, l 1 > 0, es > 0 are real parameters. The behavior of the solutions 
of )7.3) is well understood if we know the distribution of the characteristic 
roots with nonnegative real part. That is, a complete knowledge of the zeros 
of the function 
Gth cl , 6J = h + e+l + e-h (7.5) 
in the region Re h 3 0 is necessary. We have characterized in a qualitative 
way the values of pi , ~a for which admits pure imaginary roots, that is, zeros 
of (7.5) with zero real part (see Appendix II). Along the diagonal l 1 = 6s , 
the roots of (7.5) h ave been completely characterized by Wright [15]. For 
purposes of illustration of the theory developed we shall concentrate our 
efforts on those values of E 1 , l s for which (7.5) admits pure imaginary roots. 
Let us describe our purpose in a brief manner. In the notation we have 
employed, we can write (7.3), (7.4) as 
3(t) = L(E)x, ) (7.3)P 
$t) = L(C) Xt + h(x,), (7.4)P 
where E = (+ , Q), L(Z)+ = -$(-Q) - $(--es) and h($) = &P(O). Due to 
the symmetry of the problem it will be enough to discuss the case l s > c1 . 
Suppose z,, is some arbitrary assigned value to be specified later and that we 
know the behavior of the solutions of (7.4), in some neighborhood of zero. 
For any z close to c0 we can write the RFDE (L(Z) + h) as RFDE (L(Q + 
L(Z) - L(E,) + h) and note that h(E, <,,) = L(c) - L($,) + h is Lipschitzean 
with respect to IV,,, in a neighborhood of the origin. Thus, we can apply 
the results of Sections 5 and 6 and reduce the study of the RFDE (L(c) + h) 
to an ordinary differential equation on an integral manifold of the RFDE 
considered. 
Let V denote the set of all values Z,, = (EGO, cs”) for which (7.3) has pure 
imaginary characteristic roots. From the results given in Appendix II we 
know that V is the union of branches curves %?n,j(n) , i(n) = 0, n, n = 0, 1,2 ,..., 
such that for each go E %Z’, (7.3) has a unique pair of complex conjugate pure 
imaginary characteristic roots &(z~), /\o($) where &,(E,) = i~~(<~o), n(io) real 
and 1 ho] < 2. Moreover, ‘yo(Zo) = 2 iff 4 = (r/4) (2(n - k) + l), 
(7r/4) (2(n + K) + l)), where n + K is even and K < n for n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . For 
each E. E %, the RFDE (L(Zo)) has a two-dimensional linear integral manifold 
Po(<o) = !JJ&,(~J (A(&)) 0 1111,,0(,,) (A(Zo)), where A(t’,) denotes the in- 
finitesimal generator of the semigroup T(co)(t) generated by the RFDE 
@(Go)), 9J&g (A(<o)) the generalized null eigenspaces associated with 
&ir,(C). Moreover, Po(?o) = (4: $ = @(<o)(Y(~o), d), 4 E C} where @(E,)(B) = 
(sin ~~0, cos roe), -~z < 0 Q 0 and !P(~o)(s) = (Y. , @(c))-l Yo(o(s), 0 < s < es 
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where Y’&) = col(sin y,,.r, cos y,,.r) and ($a, @(c))-l denotes the inverse 
matrix of 
where 
PO 9 @(EON = [ 
(sin ‘yas, sin ~~0) (sin ‘ye, cos ~~0) 
(cos yg, sin ~~6) (cos yOos, in ~~0) I ’
b46) = m) w - l:E2 w + 4 + 446 +~~0)) w) de. 
After some computations and using the relations 
0 = cos yoclo + cos yo’oQ20, 
y. = sin yoeIo + sin yoeao, 
(7.6) 
which are satisfied by A0 and x0 , it turns out that (Y. , D(i)) reduces to 
(Yo P W) 
= 1 - Yo’osi”Yo~2 
[ 
(Yo/4)(cos~o% - 2%) 
(~~/4)[2~ + (4 - Yo2/Yoyo) sin YOGI y. sin ~~‘04 I ’ (7.7) 
For the perturbed RFDE (L(tso) + L(Z) - L(co) + h), co E V, the flow 
along any + E C with 4 = $po + $O, where Q denotes the complementary 
space to the space P = P@(C), -{)C, [-5, 0) n Re +I(<)) empty, is 
described by the system 
ii(t) = B(E,) u(t) + QJ(O) & ~o)(@(B) u(f) + xtO>, 
xtQ = q~~):,)(t)$Q + fd T(B)@ - s) XoQh(z, &J(@&,) u(s) + xs") ds, 
(7.8) 
where 
B(S,) = (F. -yj). 
By Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.1, provided I is close 4 , there is a 2- 
dimensional local integral manifold %J2pO~(Z, Zoo) such that on this manifold, 
the above system reduces to 
where L$J is the map describing the manifold ‘311pO(h(Z, 4)). We now 
proceed to analyze (7.9). For ? = co, consider the approximate system 
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obtained by neglecting the term (A@(Z) u(r) - Q(Z) u(t)) (see [8, Lemma 4.3, 
p. 781 and [ 11, Corollary 4, p. 347]), 
h(t) = -ro%(t) + WO) PW~), 
%(4 = Yom + C&O) B%T3W, 
(7.10) 
where 
G(Zo) = Y&z0 - ~0s ‘yoczo)/4 det(ly, , @(go)), 
C,(Z,) = (1 - y. sin yo~sO)/det(Yo , a@,)). 
(7.11) 
If we let u1 = p sin yoB, us = -p cos yo’oB, the above system reduces to 
B = 1 - C,(Co) /I p3 cos3 ‘yoB sin ‘yo6 + C1(<o) ppqp3 cos4 roe/w0 , 
p = R(B, p) = - C,(co) pf3 ~053 ‘yoe sin 3/oe + C,(z,) pPs ~0~4 yoe. 
Using averaging techniques, the equation p = R(B, p) reduces to 1 = q(y) = 
-3C,(4) /3p3/8yo, where R,(y) = lim,, (l/T) Ji R(B + r], p) dv. From this 
(see [8, pp. 349-353]), we conclude that if Cs(~~o) j3 > 0 then the system 
(7.10) with z = co is asymptotically stable and if Cs(<o) #? < 0 then (7.10) 
with z = 4 is unstable. If C,(<,) fl = 0 then (7.10) with z = 4 is stable. 
Note that if /3 # 0 then necessary C,(<o) = 0, because C1(~o) cannot be 
zero, since 2ezo = cos ‘yoeso implies .yo2 = 4(1 - 4~ss), then es0 < ?$, which 
contradicts the fact that G(X, e1 , es) cannot have pure imaginary roots for 
<I + es < 7r/4. We use the Lyapunov functional V(u) = ) (2qs + 2uss - 
C,@sC) to conclude that the approximate system is stable for the case 
C,(C,) = 0. 
Let co E V be such that Cs(co)j3 > 0. We know that in any neighborhood 
N(co) of i. there are <i , 2s such that B(c~), i = 1,2, has a pair of complex 
eigenvalues close to As(eo) and Am,, ( see Corollary 5.1) having negative 
real part for Z1 and positive real part for <s . That is, we pass from a region 
of asymptotic stability to a region of instability and we expect a bifurcation 
phenomenon. In fact, using argument with Lyapunov functions and averaging 
procedures (see [l, 13, 91) we can conclude that co is a bifurcation point and 
there is a unique stable periodic orbit of Eq. (7.4), with E = <s . (See Remark 5 
for the case C,(c)/3 < 0.) 
If Cs(<o)p = 0, then the origin is stable. But it is impossible to determine 
what happens completely in a neighborhood of co without either knowing 
more refined approximations of (7.9) or considering the original equation (7.9) 
with an additional term of fourth degree in X. 
To summarize: Let 4 E V and assume /I > 0. Then 
(i) if Cz(co) # 0 then i. is a bifurcation point, 
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(ii) if C2(Q = 0 then no information can be supplied unless additional 
hypotheses are made for (7.4) or more refined approximations for (7.9) are 
obtained. 
APPENDIX I: IMBEDDING OF AN ODE WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF RFDE 
Consider the ordinary differential equation (ODE) in En 
f =f(x), X(O) = P, (I-1) 
where f: En --f En is smooth enough to guarantee unique solutions through 
any point p in En and without loss of generality we shall assume that the 
solutions x(t,p), p E En, to (1.1) are defined for all t > -r. Let us define 
F: C = C([--r, 01, E’“) + En by F(#) = f (4(O)) and consider the RFDE 
ST = F(x,), xg = 4. (1.2) 
Define .% = {+ E C I+(e) = x(0, p), p E En, -r d 0 < O}. Let x( *, p) denote 
a generic element of &‘. As usual, ~~(4) will designate the solution to (1.2) 
which is obviously defined for all t > 0 and given by ~~(4) = x(t + 8, 4(O)) 
for t > r. Let T(t), t > 0 denote the semigroup (nonlinear) associated with 
(2) (i.e., T(t)4 = ~~(4)). Then we have the following. 
LEMMA 1.1.1. Themup $:l?+Cgiwenby $(p) =x(.,p) isahomeo- 
morphism on its range (A?) and it is linear if f is linear. Moreover, Z’ is invariant 
under T(t), t > 0, and any solution of (1.2) approaches X faster than any 
exponential us t + co (i.e., lim$+., d(x,(+), A?)& = 0 for any real number a). 
Also, if the soZutions of (1.1) are dejnrd for all t E (- q co), then T(t) can be 
extended on 2, as a group in a natural way. 
Proof. By existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence on initial 
values of the solutions of (I.l), it can be easily shown that $ is well defined, 
continuous, and bijective. Since $-‘x(*, p) = p for any given x(., p) E: Z’, 
it follows that $-l is a nonexpansive map and consequently $ is a homeo- 
morphism on its range. Iff is linear, then the solutions of (1.1) depend linearly 
on the initial values, and hence $ is linear. For any 4 E .% we have that 
x,(+)(d) = x(t + 8, d(O)) = x(0, x(t, $(O)); hence T(t) &’ C ti if t 3 0. 
Since x,(+)(0) = x(t + 19, #(O)) = x(6, x(t, 4(O)) for t > r, it follows that 
xt(+) E % for t > r; thus d(x,(#, 3’) = 0 for t > r. The last statement is 
pretty clear if we define 
[T(--t) xl.> P)](~) = 4.9 x(-t, P)) for t > 0. 
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As an illustration, we shall discuss the linear ODE 
R =Bx, x(0) =p. (I-3) 
If we let LB+ = j’!,, dq,(8)$(8) = B+(O), where v,(e) = 0, -r < 0 < 0, 
r]*(O) = B, then the associated RFDE is the linear equation 
A? =LBXt, x0 =+, (I-4) 
and Z = {+ E C 1 #(e) = t?*p, --I < 0 < 0, p E E”}. Moreover, A(L, , 5) = 
a(B) for any 5 < rn&ae o(B) Re h and &’ = OAEO(B),aeA,,, 9%(B). For such 
a [ we have 
P = +B, 5)C = @ ‘W(B). (I-5) 
nWB).Re bf 
SetP-=%-P;thenCisdecomposedintoC=P@Q=P@P-@Q-, 
+=4’+V-++o- where&-=C-&‘,Q=P-@Q-. Weshallsee 
that TLB(t)Q- = 0 for t > 7. Let nA denote the projection operators from En 
into the generalized eigenspaces EA = ‘iNA( Then a basis for P is given by 
and the associated adjoint basis is given by 
Since the corresponding bilinear form is given by ($, 6) = /J(O) b(O), $ E C*, 
4 E C, it follows that (YA(,B,r) , $) = C aeh,f ?TA$(0) is precisely the projection 
of 4(O) into the set E,, = @&,,(B),aen>l ‘i&(B). Let En = EA @ E,I. Then 
Q =@ECI~(O)EEA’- or+(O) = O}. It follows that for any $o-, xt($o--)(S) = 
0, t + 8 3 0, x&o-)(e) = do-(t + e), -r < t + f3 < 0. From this we 
conclude that the semigroup of the ODE (13) considered as a RFDE is 
given by 
p(t)+)(e) = et+@) c(o), t+e>o, 
= +(t + 4 +<t+eto. W) 
Formally, T(t) x,(e) = eB(t+e), t + e a 0, T(t) X,(e) = 0, -r < t + B < 0. 
Thus, U(t) = eBt, t > 0, U(t) = 0, t < 0 is the fundamental matrix for (1.4). 
This fact is not a surprise and can be obtained by simple inspection; however, 
the formal derivation from (1.8) is interesting. 
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APPENDIX II 
We shall discuss here the existence of roots of the function 
G(X, e1 , es) = h + edA” + e-“Q (11.1) 
where .rl and cs are nonnegative real parameters and h is a complex variable. 
For an arbitrary and fixed pair of values (or , ~a), each root of (1) gives us a 
characteristic root of the linear RFDE 
R(t) = -x(t - El) - x(t - es). (11.2) 
Let us set h = u + iy where u and y denote the real and imaginary parts 
of A, respectively. Then, to find a root of (11.1) is equivalent to solving the 
following equations for (0, y): 
u = -(ewucl cos yeI + e-oE2 cos 3/e&, (11.3) 
y = e-w sin ycl + eYz sin ~6~ . (11.4) 
For the case Q = l a = E > 0, to find a root of (11.1) is equivalent to 
finding a root of 
W(s, e) = se8 + 2e (11.5) 
by means of the substitution s = EA. 
For the case l 1 = l a , the following is a direct consequence of a result due 
to E. M. Wright [15]. 
LEMMA 1. (i) For~~=~a=~>O,th e roots of (11.1) 01224~ in conjugate 
complex pairs A, , A,, , where 
A, = uz, + iy, , we < Yp < (9 + 1) TE? p = 1, 2,..., 
plus two real roots h = co’, 0 a when 0<<<1/2e, where u,,<Elog2e< 
--E < a,’ < 0, a double root h = -l/e when E = 1/2e, a complex conjugate 
pair A, , 1, when E > 1/2e. 
(ii) If E E 77/4, every root has its real part negative. If 44 + kn < E < 
ST/~ + (k + l)~, k a nonnegative integer, the-n (11.1) has exactly (k + 1) pairs 
of complex conjugate roots with real part nonnegative satisfying 
0 < uk < (Tk-1 < .‘. < (To < 2, (6) 
2>yK>Yk-1>“‘>,+,>0. (7) 
Moreover, uk = 0 isf E = 7714 + krr and when this is the case yk = 2. 
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Since G(A, e1 , ee) is symmetric with respect to e1 and ca , it is enough to 
consider the case ~a > e1 and begin with our analysis. 
Case I. or = 0, ~a > 0. Equations (11.3) and (11.4) become 
u = -( 1 + ePz cos yea), (11.8) 
y = eCaez sin YE* . (11.9) 
From (11.8) it is immediate that G(A, 0, ~a) cannot have roots with real part 
positive. Therefore, all roots of G(X, 0, Q) have real parts negative. If we let 
x = -ca(u $ 1) then (11.8) becomes xe2 + ~68 = 0 and, by Lemma 1, 
part (i), we conclude that the roots of G(h, 0, ~a) occur in conjugate complex 
pairs except when ~rtie < 1/2e for which at most two real roots exist, and 
the remaining roots exist, and the remaining roots are complex. 
Case II. pi > 0, l a > 0. It is obvious from (11.3) that only negative 
real roots can exist for G(X, l r , Q). Since f(o) = e-O21 + e-“2 + u, u < 0 is 
convex for any given pair (e 1 , Q); it follows that there exist at most two 
negative real roots, and the rest of the roots occur in conjugate complex 
pairs. It is not difficult to determine the region in the (cl , ~a) plane for which 
negative real roots exist, but we shall not do this here. We shall only mention 
that for ~a + l 1 > 1 the function G(h, .Q , ~a) has no real roots. 
In connection with our work, we shall try to determine the regions in the 
(or , ~a) plane for which G(h, e1 , cg) has roots with zero real part and give an 
account of them, that is how many of those roots do we have in a particular 
region. We shall now investigate the existence of pure imaginary roots. For 
this case we require u = 0. Thus, (11.3) and (11.4) become 
or, equivalently, 
0 = cos yEI + cos ye2 , (11.10) 
y = sin yei + sin ye2 , (11.11) 
+ - 0 = cos Y(‘1 4 Ykl 4 
2 cos 2 ’ 
y = 2 sin Y(~1 + ~2) 
2 cos y 
Yh - 62) 
2 . 
(11.11)’ 
From (11.10)’ and (11.11)’ we must have 
YN% + %Pl = xt@n + l)bm (11.12) 
where n is a nonnegative integer. Note that u = 0, y = 0 cannot be a root 
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for G(h, pi , ~a); that is why cos Y[(Q - ~a)/21 cannot be zero. Substituting 
(11.12) into (11.1 I)‘, we obtain that 
Y= 
(2n + 1) - + 37 = f(2 1)” cos El 
E2 
( :: 3 :: ) (2n + 1) 5. (11.13) 
Therefore, in order to have pure imaginary roots for a given pair (or , Ed), 
we must show the existence of roots of the functions 
F(El > E2 7 n) = (-1)” 
(2n + 1) 7r 2 - cos E + E2 (z) (2n + 1); (11.14) 
1 1 2 
on the region 6r + c2 > (2n + 1)(7r/2) (i.e., 1 y j < 2). Let us make the 
change of variables 
E2 - El = Lwr, a > 0, (11.15) 
fl + E2 = (-&? + l) 7r 
-jr-2’ p # 0. 
Then to find a root of (11.14) on the region pi + l s 2 (2n + 1)(1~/2) is 
equivalent to finding a root of 
ET@, a, n) = p - cos nap (11.17) 
on the region [ ,9 1 < 1, /3 # 0 and such that (i) sign p = (-l)“, (ii) 21601 < 
(2n + 1). This follows because of (11.16) and the fact that pi must be positive. 
Let us fix 01. Then on the line c2 - pi = a~, (Y > 0, the map G(h, pi , l s) can 
have pure imaginary roots iff for some n, H@, 01, n) has a root on the mentioned 
region, which satisfies the conditions listed right after (11.17). With the 
simple change of variables 
x = imp, (11.18) 
we reduce our task to discussing the existence of roots of the map 
J(x, a, n) = (x/2oI) - (P/2) cos x (19) 
on the regions 1 x 1 < (2n + 1) (7r/2), n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., for any real 01 > 0 
arbitrary but fixed. Note that when n is even, sign p = 1 and when n is odd, 
sign j? = -1; therefore on the region ] x 1 < (2n + 1)(77/2) the positive 
roots of (11.19) will correspond to the case n even and the negative ones to 
the case n odd. By a rotation of 180” of (11.19) (i.e., x = -x, y = --y),our 
analysis reduces to study of the intersection points of the lines -&x/2& with 
the curve (7r/2) cos x on the region 0 < x < (2n + l)(rr/2), the lines with 
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positive slope giving us the positive roots and the lines with negative slope 
giving us the absolute value of the negative roots. By graphical analysis we 
can deduce and then prove the following: 
(i) For any positive integer odd m, there exists a unique CX~ such that 
m < CL, < m + 1 and the line x/201, is tangent to (ST/~) cos x in a point 
x,((w,) lying on the interval ((m + &T, (m + 1)~). (Actually, (II, = -(l/r) 
(l/sin x,,) and x, = -cot x, .) The line x/2ol, intersects the curve (7r/2) 
cos x in exactly mm+ 1 points &(a,), k = 0, m, where 
0 < %(%> -=I 42, (11.20) 
(k + 4)~ < %(%n) < (k + lb < %flk%n) < (k + h-> 
K = 1, 3 ,..., m - 2, (11.21) 
(m + S)r < x,(h) < (Ifl + 1)~. (11.22) 
(ii) For any nonnegative integer even m, there exists a unique 6, 
such that m < 6, < m + 1 and the line -x/2& is tangent to the curve 
(r/2) cos x in a point x,(&J lying on the open interval ((m + ?&r, (m + 1)~). 
The line -x/2& intersects the curve (r/2) cos x in exactly (m + 1) points 
xk(Em), k = 0, m, where 
(k + t)r < %@m> < (k + 1)q -=l %+,(GL) -=c (k + $9, 
k = 0, 2 ,..., m - 2, (11.23) 
(m + 9)~ < G&J < (m + 1). (11.24) 
(iii) For any 01 in (0, CX~) the line xl2ol intersects the curve (VT/~) cos x 
in exactly one point between 0 and rr/2. For any (Y in (a,,, , a,+%), m odd, the 
line x/2ol meets the curve (w/2) cos x in exactly m + 2 points x2(~), k = 0, 
m + 1 where 
0 < x&) < n/2, (11.25) 
(k + $b < x,&4 -=c xrzk < xrc+&) -=z (k + ;>, k = 1, 3 ,..., m. (11.26) 
Moreover, (k + 1)~ = xk+r(ol), k odd, ‘ff 1 (Y is an even positive integer. Also, 
52 44 = (k + ilk> (11.27) 
&y +c+&$ = (k + 4)~. (11.28) 
The above statements also hold for & if we replace am by 5, , set m even, 
k = 0, 2,..., m + 2 and (11.25) by w < x1(~) < 3~/2. 
(iv) Finally, 0 < Eeln < 2m + 1 -=c ~lz~+r , m = 0, 1,2 ,... . 
From these results we immediately obtain the following. 
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LEMMA 2. The map F(E, , Ed , n) wunishes on the region cl + cQ < (2n + 1) 
(77/2), $7 e1 = &(4 = (7d4) ((2n + 1) d+(4) - 2a), c2 = $,d4 = 
wr + ~;,~(a), h = 0, n, a > 0, where xk(a) is a root of (11.19) OIZ the region 
I x I < (2n + 1)(77/2) and for cl = c2 = (2n + l)(m/4) when n is even. 
Moreover, limo+m Q~,~(IJ) = 0 $f k = n and limo+m •~,(cx) = co for k < n. 
Returning to our original function O(h, <I , c2), we have established the 
following: 
0) W, cl , c2) has a pair of complex conjugate pure imaginary roots 
iff z = (Q , c2) belongs to the set V = (Jz=s %Yn , where each %Yn is the union 
of n + 1 branch curves V,,a , it = 0, n described by ~r = &(oL), Ed = &(LY). 
(ii) For any 2 E ?Z, G(h, Q, c2) has a unique pair of conjugate pure 
imaginary roots y,,(Z). Also, y&E) = 2 iff 2 = ((~/4)(2(n - k) + l), (n/4) 
(2(n + k) + I)), n + h even, k < n, n = 0, I,2 ,... . 
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